The recent ARCHIBUS 21.1 and 21.3 upgrades provided improvements to the look and feel of the user interface. Here are several highlights on the updates:

1. **New Sign in Page:**

   ARCHIBUS log in page has been revamped to provide a cleaner look.
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2. **Process Navigation Updates:**

   The new look to the process navigation provides a cleaner, easier to read navigation panel.
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   **Note:** **New Main Navigation headings:**
   1. Key Management
   2. Motor Fleet
   3. Parking

   **Project Management Navigation Link now contain following Roles:**
   1. Design Services Project Management
   2. Capital Projects & Reports
   3. CRDM
3. **User Profile Information Access:**

User drop down for easy access to user profile options, role access and other information

4. **Improved Search Features:**

New Search feature allows the user to quickly search and locate reports or views they have access to by the word or phrase entered. Selecting the specific task will open that view:
5. **New Auto Complete Fields:**

Many form fields now feature auto-complete: If you start typing in a validated field, the drop-down list will show you the possible values beginning with those letters. You will be able to select one of the values to populate the field.
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6. **Cleaner Grid Formats and Headers:**

Report views are easier to read with the cleaner report layouts and grids. Grid headers row stays fixed so that it does not scroll off the page.
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7. Improved Drawing Control:

New updates to the Flash-based drawing controls add a click-drag-release action for quick panning of the drawing windowed selection.

8. Filtering Data List

Enter data into the search field and then select Enter on your keyboard. To remove the search filter, simply select the small “x” located to the right of the search console.
9. Search Consoles Updates
The most recent updates were to the search console for several report views. The most recent upgrade provided several new search console features that include:

- Recognition of recent searches, even after logging out.
- An improved and compact search view.
- User ability to configure the search results grid to display and hide fields as needed and determine the order in which fields appear.